Review – Enough Said

Good – 21








Indifferent – 3

Exactly the kind of thing the club should be showing. I enjoyed
watching it.
Delightful. Funny. Beautifully acted. Loved it. And no Fwords. Well chosen. Thank you.
Enjoyed the film.
Really enjoyed the film, a fitting tribute to James Gandolfini.
Very good.
I cried when Ellen was leaving for university.
A pleasant evening of chuckling entertainment. Well worth
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Film was OK but not
great. The more I think
about it the less I liked
it. Good at the
beginning with some
jokes - 'Pick up your
litter - you're not
English!' Bad crowdpleaser happy ending.

Bad – 1


I normally enjoy
the challenge that
many of the
Club's films pose,
but this was a film
about nothing and
people I could not
care less about.
Now I know why I









viewing.
But not brilliant - we both really liked the humour and the acting
was great, but quite a clunky plot.
Entertaining. Its two main characters gave excellent
performances.
Very enjoyable performance from the 2 leads. Lots of good
cringe inducing moments. Perhaps it shouldn't have had a
happy ending though.
I enjoyed the film. It showed that you have to be careful who
you are talking to when slagging off other people!
Enjoyed a light, witty comedy - bit of a contrast to the gritty
reality of its predecessor of a fortnight past.
Really enjoyed it. Simple storyline which was very enjoyable.
The characters were all likeable and there was no swearing!
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It'll never last - the
relationship I mean!
Husband thought it
boring.
Good main storyline but
the film was
unconvincing and the
producer struggled to
extend the story for the
full length of the film.
Although the lead
performances were
good I didn't really care
that much about the
characters and their
very Californian
"issues".

don't watch US
soaps & sitcoms.

